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Facilitator: I welcome you to this, the second session of the public inquiry associated with 

the proposed merger of the Hawkesbury City Council and the Hills Shire 5 

Council.  My name is Rachel Trigg and I'll be helping to facilitate today's 

proceedings to ensure that they run smoothly and efficiently.  Before we 

proceed with the formal start of the inquiry I'd like to remind everyone please 

to turn their mobiles to silent or turn them off and also to register at the door if 

you haven't yet done so.   10 

 The toilet facilities in this venue, if you're not familiar with them, are located 

just through the main doors there, the ladies' to the left and the gentlemen's to 

the right.  Emergency procedures in the unlikely event that we might need 

them are that we have two emergency exits in this venue, one of them at the 

rear of the room that then has an assembly point near the C2K gym and 15 

another one at the front right of the room that has an assembly point near the 

rear of the car park.  I would now like to introduce you to Mr Garry West who 

will formally open today's public inquiry session and talk you through the 

public inquiry process. 

Garry: Thank you Rachel, good evening ladies and gentlemen, and welcome.  As 20 

Rachel said, my name is Garry West.  I am the Delegate that has been 

appointed by the acting chief executive of the Office of Local Government to 

examine and report on the Minister for Local Government's proposal to 

amalgamate Hawkesbury City Council and part of the Hills Shire Council.  I'd 

like to formally open this session and welcome you to this public inquiry which 25 

is part of the examination and reporting process into the merger proposal.  I 

begin by acknowledging the traditional custodians and their ancestors on the 

land on which this public inquiry takes place and also pay my respects to 

elders past and present.   

 This public inquiry is being conducted in accordance with section 263 of the 30 

Local Government Act (1993).  My role as Delegate is to examine and report 

on a proposal that has been referred to the acting chief executive of the Office 

of Local Government by the Minister for Local Government under section 

218F(1) of the Act.  This proposal is for a merger between the Hawkesbury 
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City Council and part of the Hills Shire Council.  I'd like to stress at this point 

that my role as the Delegate is an impartial one.  I'm not an advocate either 

for or against this proposal.  And tonight's proceedings are not a question and 

answer session, it is an opportunity for you to address me and to give me your 

thoughts on this proposal.   5 

 Sections 283(2)(a) and 218F(2) of the Local Government Act requires me to 

hold a public inquiry into the proposal to merge the Hawkesbury City Council 

and that part of the Hills Shire Council north of the M2.  The main purpose of 

this public inquiry is to provide members of the public with an opportunity to 

provide their views on the proposal directly to me.  As members of the public 10 
you've been invited to attend this evening's public inquiry and many have also 

chosen to speak on the proposal that's under examination.   

 When I have completed – sorry, let me – more detail on the examination and 

reporting process can be found on the Boundaries Commission Review 

website.  In summary, I will conduct a public review, call for written 15 

submissions and then prepare a report on the proposal having due regard to 

the factors in s 263(3) of the Act.   

 The factors that I must consider in my report are the financial advantages or 

disadvantages of the proposal to the residents and ratepayers of the area 

concerned, the community of interest and geographic cohesion in the existing 20 

areas and in any proposed new area, the existing historical value and 

traditional values in the existing areas and the impact of change on them, the 

attitude of residents and ratepayers of the areas concerned, the requirements 

of the area concerned in relation to elected representation for residents and 

ratepayers at the local level, the desirable and appropriate relationship 25 

between elected representatives and ratepayers and residents and such other 

matters as are considered relevant in relation to the past and future patterns 

of the elected representation for that area, the impact on the proposal on the 

ability of the Council to provide adequate, equitable and appropriate services 

and facilities, the impact of the proposal on the employment of staff by the 30 

Council, the impact of the proposal on any rural communities in the resulting 

area, the desirability or otherwise of dividing the resulting area or areas into 

wards, the need to ensure that the opinions of each of the diverse 

communities of the resulting area or areas are effectively represented, and 

any other factors relevant to the provision of efficient and effective Local 35 

Government in the existing and proposed new areas.   

 At the conclusion of the examination process I will prepare a report to the 

Minister for Local Government and to the Boundaries Commission.  The 

Boundaries Commission will review my report and provide comment to the 

Minister for Local Government.  The Minister for Local Government will then 40 

consider the report together with any comments from the Boundaries 

Commission and may or may not recommend to the Governor of New South 

Wales that the proposed merger be implemented with or without 

modifications.   
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 To allow today's proceedings to be conducted fairly and efficiently, the inquiry 

will be structured with a schedule of speakers and time limits on speakers.  

Our facilitator for this evening is Rachel Trigg and she will provide more detail 

on the rundown of today's proceedings in a moment.  Other members of my 

team here today are my executive officer, Julie, and my assistant coordinator, 5 

Genevieve, who I'm sure many of you have met, and of course the other team 

that are assisting in your registrations.   

 Finally, can I say it's my duty to listen to all submissions and to consider them 

along with other material that's gathered throughout the course of the 

examination process in the preparation of my report.  I need to make it clear 10 
that I do not have the power to resolve any specific issues or identify solutions 

to any particular complaints that an individual or organisation may have about 

the proposal or the Local Government reform process to date.   

 In addition to having the opportunity to speak at this public inquiry, members 

of the public may provide their views on the merger proposal by making a 15 

written submission.  Written submissions will also be an important way for me 

to gather information during the examination process as well as verbal 

submissions that are provided tonight.  If you wish to make a written 

submission you're encouraged to focus on one or more of the factors that I've 

referred to earlier.  These factors can be found on the website and I believe 20 

there are also flyers that have been provided for you which give a bit more 

detail on that.   

 My final report and all written submissions will be published at the end of the 

proposal examination process unless the author of a submission requests that 

their submission remain confidential.  I would also ask that all people here 25 

tonight be respectful of the views that are presented by different speakers.  

Whilst they may not accord with your own views, it is important that they have 

their say without interruption.  Thank you very much.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  Before we hear the first speaker there are a few procedures that 

I'll run through.  As Mr West has noted, this public inquiry is being held in 30 

accordance with section 263 of the Local Government Act.  This section of the 

inquiry must be concluded at the advertised time of ten o'clock and it will 

continue until that time.  Each Council subject to the merger proposal will be 

able to speak formally once at the public inquiry, either tonight or tomorrow at 

Richmond.   35 

 Representatives of Councils will be given 15 minutes to speak.  Individual 

speakers will then be given five minutes to verbally present their views about 

the proposal.  Representatives of organisations will be given ten minutes to 

speak.  I will give a time warning limit one minute prior to the end of a 

speaker's time by using the following signage.  I'll also be using my mobile 40 

phone to keep time. 

 Speakers are encouraged to speak directly into the microphone and to 

provide their name, the Local Government area they're speaking from, and, if 

relevant, the organisation they represent.  I emphasise that comments should 

be addressed directly to the delegate and must be relevant to the proposal 45 
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under examination.  Unruly behaviour from attendees such as calling out or 

making disparaging remarks is inappropriate tonight.   

 I need to advise you of some information in regards to the audio recording of 

the public inquiry tonight.  Please note that the inquiry will be sound recorded.  

This means that anyone who makes a submission to this inquiry will have 5 

their voice recorded.  The purposes for which the information is being 

collected in this inquiry are the purposes for which the information will be 

used, including subsequent review by the Delegate and transcription and 

publication on the Council Boundary Review website, either in audio form or 

as a transcript.  The intended recipients of the information are any members 10 
of public who wish to [indecipherable] themselves.   

 The provision of information by way of submission [indecipherable] Cabinet at 

52 Martin Place, Sydney New South Wales 2001.  To respect the privacy of 

attendees, audio, video or photographic recordings of the public inquiry 

cannot be made without the prior approval of the Delegate.  Media 15 

representatives may only take audio or video recordings of proceedings in 

accordance with the media protocols and as approved by the Delegate.  

Members of the media may only take photographs inside the public inquiry 

venue in line with the media protocol or, again, as approved by the Delegate.   

 With the formalities now described, I now call the first speaker for this 20 

evening, Councillor Dr Michelle Byrne, Mayor of the Hills Shire Council.   

Michelle: Thank you.  Good evening Mr West, ladies and gentlemen.  My name is 

Michelle and I am the Mayor of the Hills Shire Council.  I've been a Hills Shire 

Councillor for eight years now and I've essentially lived my entire life here in 

the Hills Shire.  I'm very proud to represent this area and I'm proud to be part 25 

of a Council that can proudly say it is the strongest Council in New South 

Wales.   

 Since Local Government reform was first mooted by the New South Wales 

Government, the Hills Shire has been a supporter, and for a number of 

reasons.  There was a lot of evidence gathering about the poor financial 30 

position of a lot of Councils and the prospects were not good.  I'm proud to 

say that the Hills Shire Council was not one of those Councils, but 

unfortunately we are surrounded by Councils that were assessed as being 

unfit for one reason or another.  The other reason was because we knew that 

the State Government was serious about Local Government reform in this 35 

state and we wanted to make sure that we had a seat at the table and a voice 

and we wanted to have a say in the future of the Hills Shire.   

 I can tell you that it really is in everyone's best interest for their Council to be 

in a strong position and every resident deserves efficient, cost-effective Local 

Government services, and for some of our residents and our neighbouring 40 

Councils this was not occurring.  We do believe that there is a need for reform 

and we believe that if it's done correctly there will be savings and benefits for 

generations of New South Wales residents, including our own in the Hills 

Shire Council.   
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 The Hills was one of the first Local Government areas to put forward a 

positive response to Local Government reform.  We could've been like many 

other Councillors.  We could've got out placards, we could've coordinated with 

other Councils to voice our opposition, however we decided that we would say 

yes to the challenge of finding a solution in our region for making Local 5 

Government efficient.  And we came out with a plan, and that was to adjust 

our boundaries to take in parts of Hawkesbury, Hornsby and Parramatta while 

also ceding Oatlands to Parramatta Council.  We felt that these boundaries 

were logical, they contained strong communities of interest, they represented 

logical topographic or physical features and they would form sensible 10 
boundaries.   

 It also dealt with a number of issues along our boundaries, for example Old 

Northern Road where suburbs are split in two.  We also felt that the 

boundaries we were proposing represented a community of interest.  We 

looked at where residents were going, we looked at where they went to 15 

school, we looked where they were travelling to, we looked where they were 

going for transport and all those sorts of things and we thought that the 

boundaries that we proposed made sense, and we thought that that would be 

in the best interest of the Hills and something that we could manage.  We felt 

that we did have a role to play in Local Government reform and by expanding 20 

our boundaries we were taking on the challenge and helping out Local 

Government reform in New South Wales.   

 Our proposal also solved a number of problems with Local Government in our 

region.  We felt by taking on parts of the Hawkesbury the rest of Hawkesbury 

could then be merged with Blue Mountains.  We also felt that the rest of – we 25 

were taking part of Hornsby and the rest could go to Ku-ring-gai, which would 

also solve that problem.   

 We did go out and we did run a community survey and we had over 1,500 

responses.  72.6 percent of respondents said that they preferred our model, 

and that was expanding our boundaries to take in Hornsby and Hawkesbury 30 

and to lose Oatlands, with Pennant Hills being the boundary.  Ten percent of 

respondents said that they preferred the model where we would lose south of 

the M2 and pick up all of Hawkesbury, however we noted that many of the 

respondents that preferred this model were actually Hawkesbury residents 

who felt that their own Council was unable to provide for their needs.   35 

 That being said, it was made very clear to us that boundary alignments were 

not on the table, and in light of the recommendation of the independent Local 

Government Review Panel, Council later supported a full merger with 

Hawkesbury City Council, and that was done on the proviso that all suburbs 

within both Council areas remained part of the merger.  Part of the Local 40 

Government independent panel, it was pointed out at some point in time that it 

was likely that Hills would merge with Hawkesbury and Council felt that 

perhaps it was better to take on this challenge now rather than leave it for 

another day when the Hawkesbury Council would potentially be even more 

unviable.   45 
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 Under the proposal we're discussing here today, the Hills will merge with 

Hawkesbury, but without long-established Hills suburbs like sections of 

Baulkham Hills, North Rocks, Carlingford, Northmead and Winston Hills which 

are proposed to become part of a greater Parramatta City Council.  And I 

know tonight we are focusing on the proposal of the Hills-Hawkesbury merger 5 

but I don't think that can be considered without taking into consideration the 

second proposal that affects this Council, and that is the loss of the south of 

the M2 to Parramatta.   

 There are great communities of interest south of the M2.  We have great 

historical links with those suburbs.  And of course suburbs like North Rocks 10 
and Carlingford were the original suburbs in the Hills, unlike suburbs like 

Rouse Hill, Kellyville, which are relatively new to the Hills Shire.  You only 

have to look at some of the sporting organisations for example, and in 

particular I point out the North Rocks Soccer Club who are 50 years old and 

this year have chosen to play with the Sydney Hills Football Association rather 15 

than play with the Granville Association, feeling that they have more in 

common with the Hills Shire rather than Parramatta and Auburn.   

 Last night the Hills Shire Council reaffirmed its commitment to amalgamation 

with Hawkesbury at an extraordinary Council meeting on the basis again that 

it be a whole merger and include suburbs south of the M2.  Of course there 20 

are residents in the Hills Shire who are uncomfortable with a Hills-

Hawkesbury merger, and the arguments that they present – and I think it's fair 

to consider their arguments as well – is that geographically a Hills-

Hawkesbury merger is simply too large for a Sydney metropolitan Council, 

and there is also concerns regarding the finances of the Hills and the use of 25 

those finances to assist with Hawkesbury.  But I think it's important to note 

that given the plans released by the State Government a Hawkesbury Council 

will not remain, and I think it's fair to say that the Hills Shire Council really in 

some ways is a victim of its own success and will also be called upon to assist 

with Local Government within our region.   30 

 Last year of course we were declared fit for the future and it was revealed that 

every single Council around us was unfit, and we were asked by the 

Government that if we had to merge with someone, who would we pick, and 

really we were left with two choices, Hawkesbury and Hornsby, and we ended 

up choosing Hawkesbury.  We feel that the two LGAs probably have more in 35 

common than people realise.  Both Council areas are overwhelmingly rural.  

The Hills Shire Council is one-third urban and two-thirds rural.  Both Councils 

manage the Hawkesbury River.  Both Councils are facing the challenges 

associated with growth on Sydney's suburban fringe whilst retaining our 

historic character.  And the major difference really is that one Council has 40 

plenty of resources while the other does not.   

 New South Wales Treasury Corp has independently rated the Hills Shire 

Council as one of the few Councils in New South Wales to have both strong 

finances and strong asset management, and we are forecast to achieve 

operating surpluses in our current state for the next ten years.  Hawkesbury 45 

City Council, on the other hand, is struggling to maintain roads to a standard 
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expected by residents and businesses.  Hawkesbury needs to borrow money 

and raise rates to stay on their current path, let alone improve what they're 

offering.  It's for this reason that we believe the State Government will not 

leave Hawkesbury as it is.   

 The Hills Shire Council was the only Council in this region to be rated as fit for 5 

the future in its current state.  All of our neighbours, whether it's Hawkesbury, 

Blacktown, Hornsby, Parramatta or Gosford, were assessed as being unfit for 

the future.  That meant that the Government would look at merging one of our 

unfit neighbours with us, the jewel in the northwest crown.  We were always 

going to be called upon to assist with neighbouring Councils.   10 

 As we have seen, the Government has taken a portion of our Council area 

and proposed to give it to Parramatta.  We wanted to avoid being slowly 

picked apart and handed around to our neighbours like Blacktown, Hornsby 

and Hawkesbury over many years by proposing a full merger now.  As a 

Council, of course, we want to assure our residents that we want to maintain 15 

the Hills community as it is as much as for Hawkesbury to maintain theirs.  I 

want to ensure whatever happens here that the new Council maintains the 

strong record of Local Government management, and of course we have 

seen the Hills go from bankruptcy to success and I'm happy to apply our 

methods to a wider geographical area.   20 

 A new Council will want to improve the roads in Hawkesbury, want to build 

footpaths, improve the standards of parks and buildings and make the 

residents of Sydney's northwest extremely proud of their area.  While there 

are some who might say that the respective characters of the Hills and 

Hawkesbury could be lost, I'd argue that nothing will be lost and much will be 25 

gained.  It is the Hills that is having a community severed away under 

government proposal while Hawkesbury communities will remain intact and 

served by one Local Government area.   

 In many ways, it is completely preposterous that we're taking the Hills Shire 

Council which is the fittest Council and essentially carving it up, giving part to 30 

Parramatta and the rest to Hawkesbury, which in my mind is not in line with 

what fit for the future is all about, and that's creating strong Local 

Governments across New South Wales, not taking a Council that is fit for the 

future and decimating it.   

 I guess Hills Shire residents are rightfully asking, 'What is in this for us?' and I 35 

think in answering that, residents have to understand that Local Governments 

unfortunately only exist because of the New South Wales Government.  The 

Local Government Act is a state act and allows the Government to constitute 

Local Government areas and make changes to them as they please.  The 

Government was intent on reducing the number of Councils and the Hills is 40 

unfortunately too successful to stand alone, as all of our neighbours had been 

deemed unfit for some reason or another.   

 In the long term, I think a Hills-Hawkesbury Council would become strong, but 

it's becoming more and more obvious at some point the Hills and Hawkesbury 

Councils will have to merge, and if it's not today or tomorrow, in the next six 45 
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months, some time in the future it will happen.  So I guess the question is, is it 

better to do it now or to wait five or six years when there potentially is more of 

a financial issue with Hawkesbury?  

 We do know that Hawkesbury City Council is objecting to the merger but I 

think these objections are going to fall on deaf ears.  I think the Government 5 

has made the call on Hawkesbury and I think anyone with a business acumen 

at all will be able to glean just how unsustainable Hawkesbury is.  I really have 

not heard one valid reason from Hawkesbury against change.   

 I think what is important to the Hills Shire Council is that we remain intact, that 

we remain with those suburbs south of the M2.  For many Councillors we did 10 
initially unanimously support our original proposal and for many of us we 

would've liked to have seen that assessed and taken into consideration, 

however that wasn't to be.  I guess for many Councillors there is nervousness 

around a Hills-Hawkesbury merger but I think long-term and in the short term 

it's probably better for us to support it than to fight it only to be faced with 15 

picking up Hawkesbury at a later time.   

 Change is never easy but I think for the Hills Shire Council we do not like the 

fact that we're going to lose south of the M2.  Even though we are prepared to 

take on Hawkesbury, we're only prepared to take it on if we're able to retain 

south of the M2, not only from a community interest point of view which I think 20 

is the strongest argument that we have – those residents are one with us, the 

community of interest is there, we've got a long history with those residents – 

but also because of a financial reason.   

 End of the day, the Hills Shire Council, if it is to pick Hawkesbury up, needs to 

be left in a position where it is able to cope with the debt that Hawkesbury 25 

does have.  So the Hills Shire Council will be making a submission in writing 

and I also encourage all the residents, whether or not they agree with 

Council's position, to make a submission as well and to contact the local 

members as well.  So thank you for the opportunity to speak tonight.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  We now have currently 11 speakers registered to speak tonight 30 

as individuals.  In order to ensure an efficient process I'll call people up 

individually as well as the next speaker to allow them to prepare to come to 

the front.  The first speaker and all of the individual speakers, I remind you, 

have five minutes.  I'll give a warning after four.  And if you could make sure 

that you address the Delegate and give your name, the Council you're 35 

speaking about, and if relevant an organisation when you come to the front.  

So the next speaker is Tony Haye.  If he could come to the front, that would 

be appreciated.  And if Andrew Jefferies could prepare to speak next.  Thank 

you.   

Tony: Thank you, and good evening, Mr West.  I'm speaking on behalf of myself.  40 

I'm a Councillor on the Hills Shire Council and I have served as a previous 

Mayor and I have been the President of the Western Sydney Regional 

Organisation of Councils between the years 2005 to 2008.  During that time 

there were some regional studies that were done that looked at destination 

and origin areas of transport, of need, of universities, all of those sort of 45 
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impacts, and we had a look at how potential mergers back in 2007 could have 

eventuated.   

 Some of those models have been bypassed altogether but one that was a 

standout was that the Hills Shire Council even in those days, when I was 

serving also on the audit committee and have done for the past ten years, 5 

was in a very strong financial position.  Our external audit director, has rated 

this Council several times as triple A plus platinum as far as he was 

concerned with regards to the financial stability, and as the Mayor has just 

indicated, that the fit for the future program or analysis has found us to be fit 

for the next ten years going forward on the projections.   10 

 The desire and unanimous support of the Council was for a model that had 

the geographic boundaries rather than an artificial line drawn on the map, 

being the M2, and suburbs south of the M2 being lost, included the historic 

boundary of Pennant Hills Road down to just at the intersection of James 

Ruse Drive.  It came down through there and followed Old Windsor Road out 15 

to the river, and at the point of the river it followed the Hawkesbury River 

boundary on the top end of our shire, which we have at Wisemans Ferry, but 

it followed the river right around and then cut down to join the part that was 

cut by Old Northern Road into Hornsby and the Hills, so Berowra Creek was 

the other alignment.   20 

 That alignment and the modelling on that was what our preferred – the 

Council's unanimous position was when we put that to IPART.  IPART didn't 

even look at it because unfortunately we stood alone fit for the future as we 

were, and with that we didn't have the opportunity for that to be reviewed.  

They stepped past that.  So part of the lost opportunity of our residents, our 25 

Council and our region is that model that was unanimously supported by our 

Council.  Since that time there has not been unanimous support, there has 

been divided support but as the Mayor rightly indicated last night the motion 

carried to reaffirm the Hills-Hawkesbury merger as it was.   

 Myself and several other Councillors have got concerns with regards to the 30 

lack of data from KPMG being released.  That missing equation doesn't allow 

us to absolutely check the bona fides of the need for this merger or in fact the 

whole of the amalgamation process, and whilst it isn't seen to be an 

amalgamation process and the Government went to the people with no forced 

amalgamations, unfortunately the feeling in the community – and that's what I 35 

will reflect on now, the community of interest and the separation by losing 

south of the M2, the suburbs of parts of Baulkham Hills, Northmead, 

Carlingford, North Rocks.   

 It actually also takes – by using that artificial boundary, it takes the historical 

part of the shire, the first settled part – the public school from 1868 actually 40 

moves and – it's called Baulkham Hills Public School and it actually moves 

into Parramatta.  It doesn't make sense.  We lose a lot of sporting fields as 

well that would be necessary for the Hills Football Association.   

 We've got a number of other issues with – the M2 is not actually separating 

the community.  For most of it, it travels over bushland and there is a 45 
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community that is able to travel through tunnels, road separations, and they 

do not feel as if they should be – exiled was the word and the terms that I've 

had used – exiled to Parramatta.   

 I'll make a more comprehensive submission in a written form but I just wanted 

to express some of those sentiments and support most of what the Mayor has 5 

had to say with the statistics with the community of interest that we've already 

done, but at a [indecipherable] minute last night we have also determined to 

go to the public to poll them so we'd be in a better position by the close of the 

– and get a petition signed – by the close of the written submissions we'll be 

in a better position to note what the actual sentiments of those people are and 10 
we would call on an opportunity for those people that are affected to have a 

choice, to poll them and ask them if that's what they want, because they don't 

want it.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  I'd invite Andrew Jefferies to come to speak and Noel Butler to 

prepare, please. 15 

Andrew: Thank you.  Mr West, thank you very much for the opportunity this evening to 

discuss this proposal.  My name's Andrew Jefferies.  I'm the East Ward 

Councillor, so my ward takes in six eighths, I guess, three quarters of the area 

which is proposed to be lost to Parramatta under these proposals.   

 Look, whilst we're here to discuss Hills-Hawkesbury amalgamation tonight, we 20 

can't look at the two proposals in isolation and I think that's a good starting 

point.  Councillor Haye is right, that the two main issues here obviously are 

finances and the communities of interest, and that's what we're really here 

tonight to discuss and outline, and they're the concerns I think my community 

has and I can say that as someone that's spoken to a lot of people about this, 25 

I can tell you there's not one person I've come across so far that is in favour of 

being shifted into Parramatta Council in this way.  From a financial 

perspective, our Council's done some modelling on this and what it means 

now.   

 Whilst we are taking on Hawkesbury Council, we are obviously losing a fair 30 

chunk of our rate base, and from our analysis, that's around about $17.9 

million annually, and that's 12.5 percent of our operating result.  So that is a 

pretty significant sort of margin to lose from a financial perspective, and 

particularly so when we're talking about amalgamating with a Council which 

we know has a small debt, has a loan debt at this point, and also as we know 35 

in Hawkesbury – also we know has a significant road infrastructure backlog.  

So obviously there's some challenges there moving forward with any 

amalgamation proposal that the Government wants us to move forward with.   

 However, from our perspective – and I think the Mayor's reiterated this point – 

the Government was always looking for Hills Council to take on and 40 

amalgamate with Hawkesbury, and whilst that may not be palatable to some 

and it might not be palatable to chunks of our community, the reality is under 

the process which the Government has been going through for quite some 

time, this is the decision they have arrived at and this is the decision they've 

asked us to take on.  What we didn't understand, what we didn't know, Mr 45 
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West, was that we thought we were going to get an amalgamation proposal 

which was a full merger, which is happening everywhere else across the 

state.   

 Now, there are 35 amalgamation merger proposals across New South Wales 

and they're all going through this process this week, but when it comes to 5 

Warringah and it comes to Parramatta, suddenly we're moving away from bolt 

on mergers to dividing Councils up here, there and everywhere and in 

Parramatta's case you're taking bits of five different Councils and then 

Parramatta obviously needs to monitor five different rate structures for the 

next four years which is hardly an efficient proposal and it's hardly a fit for the 10 
future model for the next four years.  So we're kind of at a loss to understand 

why there's been a departure from the process at Parramatta when all the 

other amalgamations around the state, around the city, are either Council A or 

Council B or Council A, B and C amalgamating together, so there has been a 

departure from the process and we are very, very concerned by that option.   15 

 If I go on to the community of interest arguments, they're very strong.  I'm a 

long-term resident myself, so my mum and dad have been paying rates in this 

shire since 1982, so they're people that have contributed to this shire, they're 

people who have contributed to the growth of this shire, and there are many, 

many thousands of residents like them.  In fact, there's 28,861 residents living 20 

below the M2.  That's a big, big number and it's a big chunk for us to lose.   

 So if I look at the community of interest argument put forward – my daughter's 

school, Murray Farm Public School, is one example.  The catchment takes in 

Carlingford but goes over to West Pennant Hills across the line.  Most of the 

parents who drive their kids to school come under the M2, take their kids 25 

home and pick them up and so forth.  That's one example.  North Rocks 

Soccer Club is another example.  Fifty-year old club, it's got 900-odd players.  

They've moved into the Sydney Hills Football Association this year because 

they want to play locally.  They want to play on local grounds against local 

kids and local families, local parents.   30 

 Those arguments are really, really vital moving forward in this scenario.  If I 

had more time tonight I could give you 20 others at least, but the reality is that 

this will be an unpopular and divisive – if this proposal gets forward it will be 

unpopular and divisive for this community.  It's not something this Council 

supports, and I've got to say that obviously we're encouraging our residents to 35 

speak up against the proposals and contact the local members, but at the end 

of the day you've got a Council that's fit for the future, chopping it off, giving it 

to another area.  Doesn't really solve the problem in my view, doesn’t make 

the option fit for the future.  Thank you.  28,861 residents, yeah.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  I would invite Noel Butler to speak and for John Ross the speaker 40 

afterwards, to prepare.  Thank you.  You can reverse the order if you'd like to, 

certainly, so we'll go with John Ross next and Noel Butler following.   

John: Good evening, Delegate and the public.  My name is John.  I am a resident of 

the proud town of Windsor and have had an approximately 25-year 

association with the Hawkesbury spread over a great number of years in 45 
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intermittent pieces in areas such as Kurrajong, Bowen Mountain, Grose Vale, 

Richmond and now Windsor.  Being a mature age person I won't have the 

fluency of course of your professional or semi-professional Councillors 

etcetera, and being the first person to address you from the Hawkesbury City, 

I would put the point that individually I support the stance of our city Council 5 

which is outright implacable opposition to such a merger.  It has been framed 

to date, this evening, not as a merger but as an outright takeover.  Totally 

unacceptable.   

 A merger is unacceptable because Windsor itself is the second oldest Local 

Government area in New South Wales.  It was first gained – it gained that 10 
guise in 1843.  In terms of precedence, the Hills Council, if an amalgamation 

were to occur against the better judgment of the Hawkesbury folk, must 

become predominantly known as the Hawkesbury, the Greater Hawkesbury 

or the Borough of Hawkesbury.   

 Now, the reasons which it shouldn't be subject to amalgamation, in the initial 15 

instance it is not my judgment but it was the judgment of Professor Sansom, 

2013.  He declared in writing that Hawkesbury City was fit to remain an 

individual Council and not subject to any bordering, hankering, pankering or 

any other such matter.  In fact, it was to be the green zone adjacent to the 

metropolis – and it is a metropolis – Castle Hill having any relevance to the 20 

built up areas within the Hawkesbury which are predominantly of course 

Windsor, Richmond, and to a lesser extent places such as Glossodia, 

Wilberforce etcetera and Pitt Town.  They have no truck with the likes of 

anything in the Hills.  The Hills is a Sydney, metro-centric group of suburbs.  

The whole ethos of those townships and suburbs is totally different to 25 

Hawkesbury.  The demographics are totally different.  The structure of the 

communities within themselves in terms of the sources of their antecedence is 

totally different. 

Facilitator: One minute. 

John: Thank you.  In addition, I would like to put it to the minister and to the body 30 

that in recognition of the Windsor it should be placed on the national heritage 

list.  I'd be very concerned about the type of representation.  Hills are in favour 

of wards, we are not.  The area is far too sparsely and widely dispersed.  We 

are not in favour of 12 Councillors.  There should be 15 and they should be 

represented by five Hawkesbury Councillors if this was to go ahead.  The 35 

location of the chamber can't be here, it's just totally out on one wing.  The 

central point of the whole area is in fact the river. 

Facilitator: If you could wrap up, please, sir. 

John: Thank you.  Cheerio.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  I invite Noel Butler to come to speak, and could I ask Ryan 40 

Tracey, please, to prepare.  Thank you.   

Noel: Hello.  My name is Noel Butler.  I'm one of ten generations that have lived in 

the Hawkesbury.  We go back to the beginning of the colony.  My grandson 
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now lives there and most of my other relatives are buried in and around the 

area.  We're about as close as you can get to being white indigenous people.  

The townships out there that make up the five Macquarie towns and the 

establishment - - - 

Facilitator: If I could ask you to address Mr West, please, sir.  Thank you. 5 

Noel: Okay – make up the five original towns of this area, and we are a vast area.  

We're seven times bigger than the area that seems to be wanting taking us 

over, and I remember the Mayor actually said, 'If we take over this area'.  It's 

supposed to be actually a merger.  I was actually stunned, actually, that this 

was going to go ahead.  It's a complete contradiction in terms as far as a 10 
conservative State Government which is supposedly against big government, 

and it also places great emphasis on the individual, and at the same time 

they're closing it down, creating a huge bureaucracy of Councils, and at the 

same time restricting representation by eliminating dozens and dozens of 

Councils.   15 

 Now, based upon this I went back and had a look at the Independent Local 

Government Review Panel and its report of 2013 and Professor Graham 

Sansom, who you should really have had online with this whole thing because 

it was his document, he had the following things to say about the whole thing.  

'This overhaul fails the test of good reform.  It's a crablike step sideways.  20 

Many mergers are appalling and simply ridiculous, with only one merger in 

Sydney that actually follows the guidelines that we set.  It's a grab bag of 

some changes we suggested and others that are extremely hard to see what 

will be achieved other than presumably political objectives.  Reforms are part 

of a pattern which tells me that Local Government in New South Wales is less 25 

and less relevant to big picture items basically formed by the state.  We agree 

that amalgamations will not be forced with the Government.'  

 Now, this is coming from the fellow who's the champion of this whole thing.  

He sees that the report that they laboured on so hard and spent hundreds of 

thousands of dollars on preparing – and they actually went to 152 Councils 30 

and reviewed everything – they feel that it's being cherry-picked and 

plundered to meet political ends.  Some of the things of note – that led me to 

the point where I went and actually read the 136 pages of that document 

which the Government is basing everything upon.  It pointed out that in 1906 

we had 327 Councils.  We now have 152.  That means our Councils have 35 

been halved.   

 Now, the Government's been putting ads on television saying, 'It's out of date, 

it's broken down, we haven't done anything in 100 years.' In the last 100 years 

we've halved the amount of Councils across the state.  Take into account that 

the population has increased by a factor of eight.  That means that my 40 

grandfather had 16 times the amount of representation at Council level than I 

have today and my children and grandchildren will have far less.  I find it hard 

to see how the shrinking and shrinking of Councils is an advantage to the 

people.  It's a great advantage to big business and the linkages through that 
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to Council and if they could do away with them they'd probably do away with 

all the Councils so they can deal one to one.   

 The second thing pointed out, there are 52 rural Councils being amalgamated, 

eight on the coast, but they only recommended four in Sydney.  One was 

Canada and Botany Bay, the other was Holroyd and Burwood.  This area and 5 

the Hawkesbury were not mentioned.  On page 97 it said, 'Hawkesbury is 

cited as sound', the word 'sound', okay? The population they said would reach 

81,500 by 2031 and there was no need for them to merge with the Hills.  It 

says on page 98, 'Merger needed – there were mergers needed in the 

eastern suburbs, lower North Shore, Parramatta and Liverpool', but not in our 10 
area.  Again on page 29 - - - 

Facilitator: One minute. 

Noel: On page 29 it said we are not at risk, along with Penrith and Wollondilly.  

Okay, it seems that I've got very little time to present all of this, but in 

essence, you are going to take on a very big area of land.  You can actually 15 

drive from Windsor to Brisbane and still be on Council roads in the 

Hawkesbury.  There's over 1,000 kilometres of them.  You're going to be 

taking on 71 bridges.  You're going to be taking on an area that's prone to 

floods and inundation and fires.  All of this is going to be coming and coming 

out of your purse.  Now, thanks for the money, but we would rather remain 20 

independent and keep our particular qualities and we would like you to 

concentrate – if you're running your Council well, stay with what you've got 

and leave us to our heritage and to our land. 

Male: Can you just find out what that noise is behind me? Whatever that noise is 

behind me is very off-putting. 25 

Facilitator: [indecipherable] or something. 

Male: It could be impacting on the audio as well.  Sorry, sir.   

Ryan: That's okay. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Thank you for coming forward, and could I ask Donald Webber to 

prepare to speak after the current speaker? Thank you.   30 

Ryan: Good evening Mr West, ladies and gentlemen.  My name is Councillor Ryan 

Tracey, and I'm one of the Councillors on the Hills Shire Council.  I'm here 

tonight to give you my personal view on the proposal.  I'm opposed to the 

merger proposal.  I am an East Ward Councillor.  This merger proposal sees 

a loss of over 28,000 residents from the Hills Shire Council from some of its 35 

foundation suburbs such as Carlingford, North Rocks, Baulkham Hills and 

Oatlands.  This merger will have a direct impact on these residents and also 

to the merged entity financially.  The residents have strong historical and 

cultural history with the area and I'm here to advocate for them.   

 For the Hills Shire ratepayer, this proposal may result in a slight increase in 40 

rates for residents and businesses.  The Council will also have an extra 1,000 
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kilometres of roads which has been – 58 percent of the roads have been 

stated as being at a level of three and four which will require maintenance, 

compared to the Hills Shire Council have a zero percent in regards to a 

grading three and four.  Overall, the proposed merger increases the 

population of 30,000 residents.  We're talking about the Hills Shire Council 5 

area going from somewhat around 400-plus square kilometre area to a 3,158 

kilometre area.  Now, the Hills Shire Council, that's a big change for our 

residents.   

 The Hills Shire Council is rated as fit for the future by IPART and identified as 

a Council area as being able to stand alone.  Hawkesbury City Council was 10 
previously listed as a no change Council by the Independent Local 

Government Review Panel and confirmed by IPART, indicating that that 

Council had scaling capacity to continue to stand alone.  No doubt this merger 

will be a better result for Hawkesbury and not for Hills.  The Hawkesbury City 

Council is currently moderately rated as financially sustainable but it has a 15 

negative outlook due to a huge infrastructure backlog which has been 

deemed in excess of 60 to 100 million dollars, which has been quoted in our 

Council report.  So our Council and our ratepayers would have to manage this 

infrastructure cost.   

 The proposal will weaken the Hills and the Hawkesbury area, it'll be a huge 20 

vast rural area, and the loss of the Hills southern suburbs will affect the rollout 

of infrastructure.  That will mean that infrastructure much needed in the 

Hawkesbury and the Hills will be delayed or not occur.  It'll take many years to 

address the infrastructure deficit and service levels of Hawkesbury with this 

proposal, there'll be a weakened population and financial loss if the southern 25 

suburbs of the Hills are lost to Parramatta.  What we're looking at here is a 

massive Local Government area in the metro context.   

 I've talked to the Hills residents as well, I've been out on the beat, and they're 

proud of the Hills.  They strongly oppose the transfer of suburbs.  They do 

want Council's strong management, values and efficiencies to continue and 30 

not to cease.  They don't want to see any forced amalgamations.  They want 

to remain a community, a close-knit community.  The proposal in question has 

not been previously notified, consulted or discussed by ILGRP or IPART.  It 

hasn't been forwarded to the community previously or it hasn't been consulted 

– the residents haven't been consulted regarding this at all, so this inquiry 35 

represents the opportunity of the public to express views to the New South 

Wales Government, so a lot has to be said about that and I'm glad the Hills 

Shire Council is pursuing more communication with our residents in regards to 

this. 

Facilitator: One minute. 40 

Ryan: So the Hills Shire Council does support Local Government reform.  We have 

identified areas of interest.  We have forwarded a proposal previously to the 

Government.  They said that it wasn't – they weren't going to look at it 

because it wasn't a whole merger proposal, that it was just an alteration of 

boundaries and they didn't want to look at that, so here we are.  Fairfield City 45 
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Council, Sydney City Council, Liverpool, they're not fit for the future but they're 

not undergoing this merger, this mess.  We're a very fit Council.  Residents in 

the Hills are proud of its achievements and have every reason to feel let 

down.  If this proposal – with this proposal, it directly impacts what they are 

accustomed to and they deserve a strong financial and committed Local 5 

Government.  Finally, the residents are proud to be with the Hills.  They've 

been with the Hills all their life and they deserve to see the remainder of their 

life with the Hills and stay with the strength and vitality of the Hills because the 

strength and vitality of the Hills is as much theirs as it is ours.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  I'd invite Donald Webber to come forward to speak and Greg 10 
Finney to prepare as the next speaker.  Thank you.  Do we have Donald 

Webber here tonight? In the absence of Mr Webber, Greg Finney could you 

come forward? Thank you.   

Greg: Good evening Mr West, ladies and gentlemen.  My name is Mr Greg Finney 

and I've been a resident of the Hills for over 14 years.  I've also had over 46 15 

years of Local Government administrative experience across ten metropolitan 

Councils, most of which are affected by amalgamation plans currently out for 

consideration.  I do wonder whether I'm a common denominator for some.  

For the past ten and a half years I've been employed at Hawkesbury Council, 

prior to that almost ten years at Parramatta Council.   20 

 My first point in relation to Local Government reform was the Government 

advertising, speaks of 150 years' poor management and what have you.  

What they failed to advise the public about was that this is a state legislation 

that empowers Local Government and if there's a problem with it, many of 

those problems are spawned by the state.  It's interesting that many of the 25 

state members get their political impetus and start from Local Government 

and that political overcoat I believe is weighing them down now.   

 If I was a cynical man I could easily come to the conclusion that this is a 

whole exercise in nothing more than gerrymander to prop up government 

stocks in some areas.  In a recent report I read, only three Councils in New 30 

South Wales were deemed financially stable.  That was Sydney, Warringah 

and the Hills.  Recently, Sydney was castigated basically because they 

weren't an international city and Warringah and the Hills are listed for carving 

up.  My question in relation to the carve-up is why is that the best thing? If 

they're a viable model, why not look to them as inspiration more than critique?  35 

 Some of the areas listed for amalgamation do have merit, I would suggest.  

I've worked at Burwood and the amalgamation was proposed back in the '80s 

to join Burwood with Drummoyne, Concord and now Canada Bay, Strathfield, 

Ashfield.  Very similar in character and the merge would not have been too 

arduous.  Similar amalgamation offerings of Rockdale and Botany, Ku-ring-40 

gai, Hornsby, Parramatta, Holroyd, Ryde, Auburn and Hornsby.  That 

concerns me a bit.  But many up and down the coast.   

 But I'm here tonight to speak about the Hawkesbury-Hills proposal.  The Hills, 

the Garden Shire, population currently listed at 187,703, a very residential 

metropolitan area covering some 387 square kilometres.  Hawkesbury, 45 
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population of only 65,527 sprawling over rural and mountain area, two main 

towns with a vast number of villages, hamlets across almost 2775 square 

kilometres.  Almost 70 percent of the Hawkesbury is either state or national 

parks whilst the remaining 30 percent, 60 percent of that is flood-prone.  

These are broad figures in many ways.   5 

 An overlay of the Hawkesbury City area I use in my professional field would 

suggest that it would cover the Sydney metropolitan area from Palm Beach to 

Sutherland, out to Campbelltown, back up to Windsor, which is quite – most of 

Sydney itself.  The Hills has around 80 percent of its population in a very 

urban environment from Rouse Hill to Northmead.  I understand that the Hills 10 
is in receipt of significant government support from the North West 

Government Growth Centre - - - 

Facilitator: One minute. 

Greg: - - - another state initiative.  Geez, I'll have to rush.  The loss of the area down 

in the south of the M2 will be a significant impost on the Hills, however I think 15 

with the sprawling area and the general growth centre it should cover that up 

over the next five or ten years.  Hawkesbury, sadly, with a population spread 

across such a vast area, has unique challenges: the tyranny of distance, the 

rivers with limited crossing adding to journeys, we've already heard about the 

1,000 kilometres of roads.   20 

 Fit for the future assessed Hills, the current format, as a shining example in 

New South Wales.  Hawkesbury, whilst like the Hills satisfies size and 

capacity, failed in just one element of the financial aspect, however with 

dropping of the small project, then we were financially fit for the future.  As a 

member of the community, I fail to see how this proposal is likely to improve 25 

services, quality of life, nor reduce costs over the next decade.  I'll leave it at 

that.  Thanks.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  Can I ask Chris Japalian to come forward – thank you – and the 

next speaker, Ross Baker, to prepare.   

Chris: Good evening, Mr West.  Chris Japalian, resident of Hills Shire for more than 30 

45 years.  Tonight I speak against particularly a business report presented to 

Hills Council on the 10th of November 2015 headed under Local Government 

reform and it was the basis of Council's considerations for a proposed merger 

with Hawkesbury Council.  It was clearly deficient and flawed.  The report 

clearly admits that the only analysis performed was cursory and only of public 35 

information and there is no in-depth analysis.  Throughout the report there is 

not one single tangible benefit for Hills residents and in fact the report openly 

admits that Hills ratepayers would suffer an extra rate increase due to the 

merger by subsidising Hawkesbury ratepayers.  I wonder how many Hills 

ratepayers know that.   40 

 I'm staggered that such a major decision with huge long-term ramifications for 

Hills residents is based on such flimsy, vague and compellingly negative 

evidence.  I would go so far as to say that if Hills residents knew of the basis 

of Hills Council's decision they would be shocked and angry at the decision 
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criteria and the lack of accountability.  In fact, it appears that the detail of this 

report has not been adequately circulated and residents have not been 

properly informed.  There is little tangible and cogent analysis even though 

there is overwhelming evidence that Hills Councillors are not acting in the 

interests of their constituents.   5 

 I believe that Hills Council has no mandate from residents to recommend a 

merger with Hawkesbury.  In the report it openly admits that Hawkesbury is 

struggling financially and if you were to also examine its financials in the 

2013/14 annual report of Hawkesbury you would see that operating losses are 

projected for each year at least up to and including 2018/19.  The Hills report 10 
also refers to Hawkesbury's operating losses but makes not comment about 

the significance of them.  I might also point out that this statement in the Hills 

report which talks of operating losses for the last five years is at odds with 

Hawkesbury's annual report which shows an operating profit of 14.6 million in 

2013/14.  I don't know whether I'm missing something here but there's 15 

something crazy about the veracity and accuracy of the report.   

 Furthermore, there is no explanation in the Hawkesbury annual report as to 

why Hawkesbury's operating income plunges from an actual 83 million in 

2013/14 to a forecast 62.3 million in 2014/15, and it isn't forecast to reach 

2013/14 levels again until 2019/20.  Has anyone bothered to ask why before 20 

making the recommendation?  

 There is also a huge problem with Hawkesbury's exposure to infrastructure, 

capital expense and depreciation where the report states, 'This would mean 

that their infrastructure would deteriorate further, and should there be an 

amalgamation with them in future, a much bigger burden for Hills Council to 25 

take on.' In the table of the Hills report, no detail is shown as to how the Hills-

Hawkesbury forecast average rates are calculated and there are some 

questionable figures, particularly the combined average farmland rate income 

of $903 which looks like a mathematical impossibility.   

 Also, the report mentions a stormwater management charge against an 30 

estimated 625,129 residential and equivalent business properties.  This figure 

appears to be grossly incorrect as even Hills Shire only issues approximately 

61 and a half thousand assessments in total each year.  Furthermore, the 

report's mathematics are misleading as the report's mathematics don't take 

into account variations in the Valuer-General's valuations going forward. 35 

Facilitator: One minute. 

Chris: It is concerning that the report says if 24.4 percent of Hawkesbury's assets 

are in condition four and five and require renewal work it's estimated the total 

cost could be $100 million.  Why is this not highlighted as a problem for the 

merger? As has already been pointed out by the Hawkesbury Mayor, only 10 40 

percent of Hills residents supported a merger with Hawkesbury among a 

limited range of options, and this poor support was even without these 

respondents knowing about the financial situation and consequences of a 

merger.  With this Hills report is a letter from Mayor Michelle Byrne which 

builds no case for the proposed recommendation for merger and clearly 45 
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accepts this merger by default because it is claimed that there are no other 

options available.  How many Hills residents realise they're being sold out on 

this premise?  

 Finally and importantly, at a very minimum I believe that Council should have 

commissioned financial modelling and budget projections of financial data and 5 

these would be designed to produce outcomes under various assumptions 

and scenarios under a merged arrangement.   

Facilitator: Could you wrap up, sir, please? 

Chris: If the questions then to residents were couched in the context of that sort of 

outcome, we might have a different view.  Thank you.   10 

Facilitator: Thank you.  I'd invite Ross Baker to come to the floor to speak and can I invite 

Catherine Warner to prepare as the next speaker? Thank you.   

Ross: Mr West, my name's Ross Baker.  I live south of the M2.  My concerns about 

boundary changes, using the M2 and not Pennant Hills Road means changes 

and inconvenience for many people in the changeover.  I have lived in the 15 

Hills Council area for over 36 years and have been a volunteer for about 30 

years.  I have been an honorary park ranger and am still an s355 committee 

member for five parks and reserves in the Carlingford area.  I think this shows 

my interest in the area in which I live.   

 My problem with the amalgamation with another Council is I am happy with 20 

the way the Hills Council conducts its business, e.g.  garbage collection, 

green waste, recycling, and with Hills Council, household collections are put 

out one day and collected the next.  In Parramatta, the mess can stay on the 

footpath for weeks.  Parking in Parramatta Council is hopeless.  You have to 

pay if you can find a parking spot.  The Hills Council has plenty of free 25 

parking.  This makes the Hills Council accessible to ratepayers.  The Hills 

Council has a good financial record.   

 The letter which was sent out about Council amalgamation says 2 billion in 

financial benefits, for example improved services.  What services are going to 

be improved in the Carlingford/North Rocks area and why aren't we getting 30 

them now? Stabilised rates? My rates have been stable now for many years.  

More infrastructure? Where is the money coming from for more infrastructure? 

Are our Council rates going to rise? Is amalgamation going to create more 

jobs or less? There will be the same amount of services, parks, reserves 

etcetera to be maintained, so how will there be a saving?  35 

 There will not be a reduction in administration as the current management of 

one Council will not be able to cope with the extra workload of a bigger area, 

so therefore they will have to hire more staff, so nothing changes.  In the 

merger leaflet it says, 'No one size fits all', but merging Councils, does this 

mean one size does fit all? What is the cost of boundary changes and who is 40 

paying? There has been a suggestion of a referendum.  This should only 

involve the people directly involved in transferring from one Council to 

another.  Those who are not affected do not care what happens.  Our s355 
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committee has financials in safekeeping with the Hills Council, raised to be 

spent in the North Rocks/Carlingford area.  Will the Hills give this money to 

Parramatta Council? If so, can our committee spend it? Thank you.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  Catherine will now address the Delegate, and can I invite Fiona 

Mann to prepare? Thank you.   5 

Catherine: Hi, my name's Catherine Warner.  I live in Baulkham Hills, in the Hills Shire 

Council.  I'm opposed to the proposal which suggests merging Hills Council 

with Hawkesbury.  This will create one new Council which is geographically 

eight times larger than the Hills currently is.  There are currently 12 

Councillors per Council, making a total of 24 Councillors between Hills and 10 
Hawkesbury.  After merging, this number will be halved to the recommended 

12 Councillors for the new large Council with a maximum of 15.  This is to be 

negotiated.  I don't feel that residents will be locally represented by 12 

Councillors in a total area which is eight times larger than the Hills currently is, 

and granted the large number of people moving to the Hills to move into the 15 

high density developments we have growing here, the resident to Councillor 

rate will continue to increase over time.   

 On a personal note, additionally Council meetings may become more 

inaccessible to residents.  For example, if a central place which is within 

Hawkesbury and the Hills area is decided as a venue, residents may need to 20 

drive for an hour or so on a weeknight to get to a meeting which is supposed 

to be for a local Council.  This doesn't seem so local anymore.  In a global 

perspective, Sydney Councils are on average four times larger than 

metropolitan Councils across the developed world, with the average 

population of OECD metropolitan Councils having 27,000 residents.  The 25 

current average population of Sydney Council residents are 104,000 with his 

new proposed Council having 220,000 residents.   

 In Victoria and Queensland, forced Council mergers have pushed rates up to 

what are now 40 percent more than in New South Wales on average, and 

when amalgamations have been forced on locals and other states like Victoria 30 

and Queensland, rates have gone up, services have stagnated and residents 

have ended up less connected to local Councillors, and I'm concerned that 

similar consequences will occur here.  Subsequently in Queensland a number 

of mega Councils have now become the expensive process of de-

amalgamation with the Queensland Government bearing the cost of this 35 

process.   

 The financial savings component would mainly be achieved through job cuts 

to Council staff and large staff losses in the merged Council, and that will, I 

imagine, impact on local services and the local economy.  So, in summary, I 

oppose the proposed merger between the Hills and Hawkesbury Council.  40 

Thank you.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  We have our 12th speaker coming. 

Fiona: Hi, my name's Fiona.  I'm a resident of the Hills/Hawkesbury area for more 

than 40 years with my family.  I'm in a unique position in that I have been here 
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for 40 years, I'm a ratepayer, worker, community member in both local areas.  

I pay rates to both Councils.  I've also operated a home-based business in 

this area from time to time while I haven't worked in Local Government.  I am 

a Local Government employee and I've worked across western Sydney for 25 

years or more and I am passionate about the survival of western Sydney and 5 

the greater Sydney area.   

 I've seen a lot in the Hills area change from it being like the Hawkesbury, on 

the edge of Sydney and now it's in the middle of Sydney, supplying houses for 

Sydney's insatiable demand for houses.  I've also been in this area and seen 

the Hills Council when it wasn't financially fit and it had nothing and most of 10 
our services were provided by Parramatta Council, including libraries, learning 

to swim at Parramatta pool, and baby health services etcetera.  In my time 

I've seen a lot of planning in Local Government and State Government, in 

particular around strategic planning and land use planning.   

 While I believe it's time for Local Government to operate in a more efficient 15 

way in Sydney, the State Government needs to approach this process as a 

time to better resource Local Government.  We would all know by now that 

there are a lot of people who do not pay rates to Local Government, including 

state corporations, churches, we don't collect business contributions, stamp 

duty's not coming to our area, land tax doesn't come to our area, so it's an 20 

opportunity to better resource Local Government through this process.   

 Unfortunately the State Government is not looking at this at all.  The approach 

to these mergers of local Councils has been very much a bottom-down and 

exclusive approach by the State Government.  No Council would engage with 

its community over the Christmas and New Year period.  This is absolutely 25 

shocking by the State Government to put something on this close in the 

beginning of the new working year and school year.  Also, this merger has 

come out of the blue in the last four months.  Previous speakers have spoken 

about the process over the last four years and at no point the merger was 

proposed.  It's been propagated in the last four months, and I do question 30 

what the politics are behind this.  I do hope, Mr West, that you rise above it 

and provide a robust report back to the State Government in terms of a fair 

account of what the reality is here and get beyond the propaganda and the 

orchestration of what is happening today.   

 I'd like to just make a few comments and observations.  I will be putting in a 35 

detailed report on some of the things I do see, and I do hope that you would 

do a field trip of both Local Government areas.  A number of speakers have 

spoken about the size of Hawkesbury Council now and a merged entity would 

be over 3,300 square kilometres.  That would outsize all Local Government 

areas in the greater western – in Sydney.  I'm absolutely shocked that their 40 

focus is on western Sydney in this proposal.  The emphasis should be on 

eastern Sydney where you have Council areas that are so small that it only 

takes one minute to drive from one suburb to the next.   

 In the Hawkesbury we have over 37 suburbs.  The area would be absolutely 

huge.  We would only have one entity, one Local Government area in 45 
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Western Sydney North, while Western Sydney South will retain all of its Local 

Government areas.  That is just unfair.  I do hope this process goes beyond 

lip service or the perception of consulting by the Local Government which is a 

DIY process.  We've had to find out everything ourselves.  The Government's 

approach, I do question what the Government's approach has been. 5 

Facilitator: One minute. 

Fiona: I just want to put some quick points here.  Your own business code of 

conduct, the Office of Local Government's own website refers to values and 

principles about consulting.  IPART had a community engagement policy 

which they have not even followed.  The financials processes, a lot of people 10 
have spoken about this.  I'm not qualified but I do know that Hills Council's 

indications of financial status of the Hawkesbury is unfounded and should not 

be followed.  Hawkesbury City Council's annual report provides a fair account 

of what its position is along with the fit for the future proposal.  I'm appalled 

that the Hills Council feels fit that it is to spend my ratepayer's money on the 15 

alleged bailing out of Hawkesbury City Council.   

 The backlog in infrastructure has been discounted and is unfair.  We are a 

rural location and we should not be subjected to urban measures, which this 

whole process is about, urban financial measures.  The area would include 

locations that are in the Blue Mountains.  That is a separate Local 20 

Government area.  It's astonishing that you would even consider it.   

Facilitator: If you could wrap up, please, ma'am.  Thank you.   

Fiona: Yep.  Look, I'll be putting a lot of points in my submission.  I do hope that you 

rise above it and provide a fair and balanced account of what the true picture 

will be for a one-Council north-western Sydney.  It's just ridiculous.   25 

Facilitator: Thank you.  We've gone through our list of the 12 registered speakers we had 

tonight.  I'd like to go back to speaker 7 to see if Donald Webber has arrived 

in the interim.  Is Mr Webber here? Having completed the list of registered 

speakers thus far I'd like to invite anyone else from the audience this evening 

who hasn't already spoken.  If they wish to do so, you can come forward and 30 

also speak to the Delegate.  Having completed the current – yes, sir, if you'd 

like to speak.  And once you've done so, if you could just see Julie afterwards 

to make sure we've got your name and details, that would be great. 

Christopher: Thank you for that.  My name's Christopher Amit.  I live in the Hills area, in 

Roxborough Park.  I've been living there for over 25 years and I grew up in 35 

the Hornsby area.  I should say this story.  One day driving down Pennant 

Hills Road, the first time I turned into Castle Hill Road in the early '80s, I drove 

into Castle Hill and basically fell in love with the area, with the Garden Shire, 

garden state, full of trees, everything.  Now it is changing unfortunately.  It's 

more the concrete shire.  And there's development occurring in Rouse Hill, 40 

which I think is wonderful, and that's probably more connected with how the 

Hawkesbury is.  The Hawkesbury is an area that's green and national parks, 

rivers, creeks etcetera.  The two just don't join together.  They're totally 

separate.   
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 I think the Hills, in the area that I live in, they do a great job with the rates I do 

pay.  We get great footpaths, roads, parks etcetera, and I think I'd like that to 

continue as a ratepayer and I certainly don't want I guess to see the two 

connecting.  I think there's been some injustices done in the way some of the 

budgets and numbers have been presented as well.  I don't think there's total 5 

truths that the Councillors from the Hills have indicated how the Hawkesbury 

operates, and as the previous speaker said, Mr West, I hope you can rise 

above that, put the truths together, because I feel that the 100-odd Councils 

that represent us should not diminish.   

 As the previous speakers said before, there were, like, 300-odd Councils.  I 10 
think it's very important that Councillors – it is representative government, and 

it's very important that they represent us, and I think if the areas get bigger 

and bigger there'd be less representation and less speak for the local people.  

So I'd just like to thank the opportunity to speak even though I wasn't 

registered.  Thank you.   15 

Facilitator: Do we have any additional speakers here currently? Okay, thank you.  Okay.  

The proceedings from here on are that we will be here until ten o'clock.  The 

public inquiry will be continuing until that time.  If there's additional speakers 

who appear tonight between this time and ten o'clock, then they'll be invited to 

speak in the same way that all of the speakers thus far have been.  You're 20 

very welcome and encouraged to stay with us here until ten o'clock but you're 

of course not required to do so.   

 Just on ten o'clock, Mr West will make a very brief statement formally closing 

the inquiry and encouraging you all to make written submissions.  There'll be 

no reporting or response to the submitters tonight as part of that process.  25 

That will be via Mr West's written report at the end of the process.  So that will 

just be a very brief formal closure of the evening.  So as I said, you're 

welcome to stay with us until ten o'clock but not required to do so.  We'll be 

then taking a pause and waiting to see if we have additional speakers tonight.  

I'd like to thank you all for your attendance tonight and for listening and for 30 

speaking so well this evening.  It's very much appreciated.  Thank you.   

Garry: May I also add my thanks and appreciation for the people that bothered to 

come tonight and put your views.  The extra submissions that have been 

referred to, I also look forward to those.  It is an important part of my 

examination and the whole process.  I did indicate that I'm neither a supporter 35 

nor an advocate for this proposal.  I am here to listen and hear what the 

various views are.  Thank you.  I just wanted to put that on the record.  

Thanks everyone. 

END TRANSCRIPT 


